Agenda:
1. Finalize the recommendation of the team for the use of radios by ERT…
2. -discuss their request to have a "converta-com” type arrangement to up their power
when in vehicles or at a fixes location -is it legal, needed or how to best approach it.
3. Review our plan for our first live training event in Hialeah March 6 2021 and there after
4. -particularly would a Friday Evening practice set up of the PCC be worth while for the
Logistics folks to bring it to all of our locations.I would propose we limit this call to an
hour.
As an aside I plan to be at the PCC in LY on Wednesday PM December 2 and stay there
though the following sunday to complete the identified issues on the Action Item List,
particularly with the DC bus, grounding and the generator and fuel system operation -so
we can have a training segment on each of these.

Minutes from Meeting
1. Discussion around repeater License
2. Fuel Issues on Diesel Tank
a. Mike has a pump to drain tank (60-70gal) has local container via water separator
(dip tube will pull fuel)
b. Mike briefed plan
3. 4th Wednesday Training - we get 5 days in the satellite subscription monthly
a. Gives training opportunity on the satellite system and actually transfer data
b. Check out Level 2 team members
4. Radios - Repeater
a. Discussion
b. Recommend pursue a nationwide itinerant license
i.
Recommend pursue the mobile radios as the license type given there are
no ‘handheld’ category
ii.
25 radios powered on at a given time
c. Recommendation - Mike Crisler asked Gordon Gibby to Reach out to Marvin
Corbin around pursuit / application
5. Brief discussion on 32-34 which is the cable connectivity to the host location from the
PCC
a. Don’t want to invest too much with advent of starlink satellites
b. Ubiquity routers may be the solution to extend the PCC network connectivity
c. Plan ubiquity prep for field day
d. Emphasis to get qualified on the manlift to put up antennas

6. ERT system update
a. 2 radios antennas - demo kit
i.
Idea - evaluate MURS by our customer
ii.
MURS is VHF
iii.
If benefactor has resources - may purchase 35
iv.
Testing will be with Luther & Team from vehicle to a fixed mast
7. Lake Yale
a. Thursday arrival at the earliest
i.
Want everyone there Thursday - Saturday
8. Training Videos
a. Linda @ Florida Baptist Convention is the contact to get material on site
b. Want to have folks be able to find our information and get trained from our videos
c. We should get videos from David to put in our files
9. Next meeting - @ Lake Yale December 3-6 on site @ Lake Yale to work on projects

